DECEMBER 2012
This month we are focusing on:
GLOBAL Citizenship

TRANSPORT

WATER

GLOBAL Citizenship:

 What does Global Citizenship mean?
 Reducing, Reusing and Recycling helps to make the world a more sustainable place – why not try our Angel decoration to reuse
some plastic cups and old CDs?

TRANSPORT:
 With possible wintery weather on the way can you think of alternative transport for when it snows?
 With lots of shopping at the moment can your family save more emissions?
 take the bus or train, or shop local and walk or cycle to the shops
 Have your shopping delivered
 How do communities without cars manage – what do they use?

WATER:
 Did you know that the water on the earth is as old as the dinosaurs?! It is continually recycled through the water cycle.
 Water covers 70% of the earth’s surface, but only 1% is available to use and drink
 We should all try and save the water we use at home and school.
 How many ways can you think of to save water?
 Why not try the attached water crossword?

DECEMBER 2012
Teacher hints:

GLOBAL Citizenship:

 Oxfam have a web site defining Global Citizenship:
 http://www.oxfam.org.uk/education/gc/what_and_why/what/
 The main points include:
 Being aware of the wider world
 Respecting and valuing diversity
 Having an understanding of how the world works
 Contributing to the community
 Willing to act to make the world a more sustainable place
 Take responsibility for your actions
 Instructions for making an Angel decoration are included on the following page.

TRANSPORT:

 Could the children think of green ways to travel if it snows? Walking, sledging, skiing all create ZERO Carbon emissions.
 Could they look at some Victorian Christmas card scenes – how did people travel without cars?

WATER:

 Some ideas for ways to save water can be found on the following website;
 http://www.ecofriendlykids.co.uk/Water.html

CHRISTMAS ANGEL
Equipment - Per child
1 Plastic Cup
1 Cardboard square
1 Piece of string
2 ¼’s of an old CD (or 2 ¼’s of a paper doily)
1 piece of yellow wool
Other equipment
Sellotape
Pens
Screwdriver
Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pierce a holes in the centre of the base of the plastic cup
Draw around the base of plastic cup on the cardboard draw a face
Add a neck to the bottom of the face
Cut out the face – remember to keep the neck attached!
Sellotape the yellow wool around the top of the head to make the halo
Thread the string through the hole making sure both ends are inside the cup
Tie the ends together to make a hanging loop
Fold the neck part of the head back and use this to sellotape the head to the bottom of the plastic cup
Sellotape the two quarters of the CD to the back of the plastic cup (pointed corners go together) to
create the wings

WATER CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1. Fill a jug with tap water and keep it in the ______ so it’s
nice and cold when you need a drink (5)
2. Not enough rain, the opposite of flooding(7)
3. To save water, take a short ______ rather than a bath (6)
4. Always use a full load in this to wash your plates and cups
5. The process of water being heated up and turning into a
gas in the air (11)
6. One type of precipitation, it is not snow or hail (4)

DOWN
1. A creature that likes to swim in water (4)
2. Where water can be stored to supply our homes (9)
3. What we need to drink to supply (5)
4. This can be used to water your plants in the garden if
collected in a water butt (9)
5. To save as much as 6 litres of water a minute, make sure
you turn off the ____ when you brush your teeth (3)
6. When it rains, water gets collected in this and flows to the
sea (6)

WATER CROSSWORD - ANSWERS

ACROSS
1. FRIDGE
2. DROUGHT
3. SHOWER
4. DISHWASHER
5. EVAPORATION
6. RAIN
DOWN
1. FISH
2. RESERVOIR
3. WATER
4. RAINWATER
5. TAP
6. RIVERS

